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Abstract

The NASA Glenn Research Center has developed a new Hybrid Bearing Prognostic Test Rig to evaluate the performance of sensors and algorithms in predicting failures of rolling element bearings for aeronautics and space applications. The failure progression of both conventional and hybrid (ceramic rolling elements, metal races) bearings can be tested from fault initiation to total failure. The effects of different lubricants on bearing life can also be evaluated. Test conditions monitored and recorded during the test include load, oil temperature, vibration, and oil debris. New diagnostic research instrumentation will also be evaluated for hybrid bearing damage detection. This paper summarizes the capabilities of this new test rig.

Introduction

There are numerous failure modes and failure mechanisms that may occur in complex mechanical systems. Bearing systems have been identified as a critical mechanical system with high failure rates in aerospace applications (ref. 1). Silicon nitride hybrid bearings, consisting of ceramic balls and metal races, are beginning to replace conventional bearings in special applications. Two reasons for this transition are that silicon nitride balls are about 30 percent harder and 40 percent lighter than steel. In addition, they have high wear resistance and greater corrosion resistance compared to steel balls. For high speed applications, the lower mass ceramic balls can reduce the effect of centrifugal loading, a cause of decreased fatigue life (ref. 2). Extensive resources have been invested in ceramic material development for use in new aerospace applications such as hybrid bearings. Diagnostic tools are required to decrease maintenance costs and improve safety of this enabling technology. Lack of diagnostics for ceramic/hybrid bearings is a barrier to the widespread deployment of this technology.

Development of the hybrid bearing diagnostic tools requires experimental validation of sensor technologies and analytical models to determine if failure mechanisms can be observed. The strengths, weaknesses and constraints of each measurement technology must be investigated for specific critical system failures. Accelerated component tests must be performed in a laboratory/relevant environment to assess the reliability of the diagnostic tools by identifying types of damage and failure progression rates under conditions of long-term systems degradation. The Hybrid Bearing Prognostic Test Rig will be used to perform bearing failure progression tests. The systems that show the most benefit in both safety and
on-condition maintenance will be selected for demonstration on a full scale diagnostic system for aircraft or space vehicles.

Development of generic data reduction methods and signal detection algorithms for use with real-time health monitoring systems is also required for in-space and aircraft on condition predictive maintenance. Extensive work has been performed in this area for aerospace vehicles. Empirical data combined with probabilistic methods have been used to determine the nominal statistical properties of the system, and to construct methods for the detection of anomalies and damage patterns within that framework (ref. 3).

Physics of failure models and probabilistic methods to predict bearing remaining useful life will also be developed using this test rig. Although bearings are selected based on life calculations for a specific application, the actual life achieved is affected by operation and environmental factors. Some causes of failures are inadequate lubrication and contamination. The most common failure of rolling element bearings is contact fatigue failure. This results in spalling on the inner race, outer race, and rolling elements. Once initiated the spall grows and the remaining life decreases significantly (ref. 4). Test techniques to simulate these types of failures will be developed for use during testing in the rig.

Test Facility Description and Capabilities

A schematic of the test rig is shown in figure 1. The test rig consists of a test bearing supported on a shaft by two journal wave bearings and two thrust wave bearings. Figure 2 is an expanded view of the front wave bearing assembly and test bearing. Figure 3 is an expanded view of the rear wave bearing assembly. The test bearing is loaded axially or radially with two pneumatic actuators. A 120 kW (160 HP) electric motor is used to drive the test system to 21 000 rpm.

The initial test bearings are hybrid angular contact ball bearings consisting of silicon nitride rolling elements and steel races with a bronze cage. Turbine engine oil is used to cool and lubricate the test bearings. The test bearings have an inner bore diameter of 25 mm.

Figure 1.—Hybrid bearing prognostic test rig.
Figure 2.—Front wave bearing assembly and test bearing.

Figure 3.—Rear wave bearing assembly.
The wave bearing and test bearing each have their own lubrication systems. The lubrication systems have a 38 liter (10 gallon) reservoir, 76 liter/min (20 gpm) supply pump, and a 76 liter/min (20 gpm) scavenge pump. The reservoir has immersion heaters and an oil to water heat exchanger for controlling oil temperature. Oil temperature, pressure and flow are measured and recorded using a facility data acquisition system. Chip detectors and inductance type oil debris monitors are also installed downstream of the wave and test bearings to indicate fatigue damage when bearing debris is generated. All of the sensors are monitored and used to automatically shut down the rig if specific operational parameters are not met.

Torque required to rotate the support and test bearing is measured using an 113 N-m (1000 in.-lb) torque sensor located between the motor and rig shafts as shown on figure 1. Axial and/or radial loads on the test bearings are applied using pneumatic load actuators. Loads can be applied up to 8897 N (2000 lb) and measured with a load cell. Facility vibration data will be monitored using accelerometers located on the test rig housing.

Wave bearing technology is used in this rig for the support bearings to eliminate the vibration signature of another rolling element bearing in the test bearing spectrum. Both journal wave bearings (front and rear) have oil supply lines. Their main dimensions are listed in Table 1(a). The front thrust wave bearing (close to the test bearing) is also lubricated directly by oil supplied through its supply line. This thrust wave bearing was designed to carry a thrust load to 9000 N (2000 lb) due to the load applied to the test bearing. The rear thrust wave bearing is located on the shoulder of the wave journal bearing sleeve making a combination journal and thrust bearing assembly (ref. 5). This thrust bearing is lubricated by the oil that exits the rear wave journal bearing. The thrust wave bearing dimensions are listed in Table 1(b).

### TABLE 1.—WAVE BEARING DIMENSIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a) Journal wave bearing dimensions</th>
<th>Front, mm</th>
<th>Rear, mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Journal diameter</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal length</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radial clearance</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>0.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wave amplitude to radial clearance ratio</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of waves</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(b) Thrust wave bearing dimensions</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thrust OD</td>
<td>95.3</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thrust ID</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thrust side clearance</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wave amplitude</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of waves</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hard materials were selected for both the shaft and the bearing sleeve to maintain the bearing geometry under high loads. Coatings were applied to all bearing surfaces to prevent seizure and ensure a low wear rate. The wave bearing sleeve is mounted in the bearing housing that has set screws used to deform the bearing sleeve to generate the wave profile on the bearing sleeve inner diameter. All bearing parts were manufactured from VIMVAR M-50 steel. The wave profiles of the wave journal bearings were inspected and they are depicted for both front and rear bearings in figures 4(a) and (b), respectively. The position of the ports to supply the bearings with oil can also be seen in figures 4(a) and (b). The oil ports were placed symmetrical thus these wave bearings can rotate in either direction.
The test bearings are angular contact hybrid ball bearings. The bearing outer ring and inner ring are 52100 chrome steel. The cage material is bronze. The balls are ceramic. The test bearing dimensions are listed in Table 2. The test plan was developed by first determining the speeds and loads required to accelerate the failure of the bearings. Bearing fatigue life, $L_{10}$, is calculated as the minimum life in revolutions for 90 percent survival rate of a typical group of identical bearings before the area of spalling reaches 6 mm$^2$ (0.01 in.$^2$). It is given by Eq. (1), where $C$ is the basic dynamic load rating and $P$ is the equivalent radial load. Bearing fatigue life also refers to the number of hours at constant speed a bearing runs before fatigue is observed in the races or on the rolling element with $N$ in rpm. Both calculations are shown in Eqs. (1) and (2).

### Table 2.—Test Bearing Dimensions (Ref. 6)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outer ring</th>
<th>Inner ring</th>
<th>Balls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OD</td>
<td>OD</td>
<td>No. balls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47 mm (1.8504 in.)</td>
<td>25 mm (0.9843 in.)</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>Width</td>
<td>Diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 mm (0.4724 in.)</td>
<td>12 mm (0.4724 in.)</td>
<td>6.35 mm (0.25 in.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curvature</td>
<td>Curvature</td>
<td>Load capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53 percent</td>
<td>52 percent</td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8185 N (1840 lbs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Static radial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6334 N (1424 lbs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Static axial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6125 N (1377 lbs)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\[ L_{10} = \left( \frac{C}{P} \right)^p \times 10^6 \text{revolutions} \]

\[ L = \left( \frac{C}{P} \right)^p \frac{10^6}{60N} \text{hours} \]

For angular contact bearings, \( C \) is calculated as the constant radial load theoretically endured for an \( L_{10} \) life of 1 million revolutions of the inner ring. The equivalent bearing load life exponent \( P \) is 3 for ball bearings. The equivalent radial load for the steel test bearings is calculated using manufacturer provided load factors and the basic dynamic load rating (ref. 6). A table of bearing fatigue life using different speeds and radial and axial loads is shown in Table 3. Initial operating parameters are highlighted. One manufacturer of hybrid rolling element bearings has performed life tests of hybrid bearings and estimates the life of hybrid bearings to be four times the life calculated based on the dynamic load rating of steel bearings (ref. 7). This would increase the number of \( L_{10} \) hours highlighted by a factor of four equal to 113 hr. The load may have to be adjusted to accelerate failures once baseline tests are performed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thrust load, N (lb)</th>
<th>Radial load, N (lb)</th>
<th>RPM</th>
<th>( L_{10}, ) hr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>53 (12)</td>
<td>4448 (1000)</td>
<td>15000</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>267 (60)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>445 (100)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>890 (200)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2669 (600)</td>
<td>53 (12)</td>
<td></td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2669 (600)</td>
<td>133 (30)</td>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2224 (500)</td>
<td>267 (60)</td>
<td></td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2224 (500)</td>
<td></td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2669 (600)</td>
<td></td>
<td>15000</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2669 (600)</td>
<td></td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Research Diagnostic Instrumentation**

Several different diagnostic tools will be used to indicate bearing failures. These include both oil based and vibration based systems. The vibration signatures during the early stages of bearing failures are often difficult to detect until localized fatigue damage occurs. For failures that do not produce localized damage, oil debris analysis will be used to detect bearing health. Vibration based diagnostic tools will be discussed first.

**Vibration Based Diagnostics**

Rolling element bearing fault frequencies are generated when a bearing begins to fatigue. This happens due to impulses generated when a bearing element passes the fatigue defects. The impulses occur at periodic frequencies when the bearing rotates and are often referred to as fundamental defect frequencies (ref. 8). These defect frequencies are related to bearing geometry and shaft speed. The following bearing defect frequencies in hertz were calculated for the test bearing: Ball pass frequency...
outer race (BPFO); Ball pass frequency inner race (BPFI); Ball spin frequency (BSF); and Fundamental train frequency (FTF).

\[
BPFI = \frac{N_b}{2} \left(1 + \frac{B_d}{P_d} \cos \theta \right) \frac{RPM}{60}
\]

\[
BPFO = \frac{N_b}{2} \left(1 - \frac{B_d}{P_d} \cos \theta \right) \frac{RPM}{60}
\]

\[
BSF = \frac{P_d}{2B_d} \left(1 - \left(\frac{B_d}{P_d}\right)^2 (\cos \theta)^2 \right) \frac{RPM}{60}
\]

\[
FTF = \frac{1}{2} \left(1 - \frac{B_d}{P_d} \cos \theta \right) \frac{RPM}{60}
\]

Where
- \(N_b\): Number of balls or rollers
- \(B_d\): Ball or Roller diameter
- \(P_d\): Bearing Pitch Diameter
- \(\theta\): Contact angle

Table 4 lists bearing defect frequencies for the test bearings at 2 speeds, 10 000 and 15 000 rpm. Several vibration based techniques exist for extracting bearing defect frequencies from vibration data. Howard (ref. 9) provides an excellent overview of vibration based diagnostic tools used to indicate bearing failures. Time domain, frequency domain, and envelope analysis techniques will be collected, monitored and processed in real-time using the data acquisition program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 4.—BEARING DEFECT FREQUENCY COEFFICIENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hertz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ball pass frequency inner race (BPFI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ball pass frequency outer race (BPFO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ball spin frequency (BSF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundamental train frequency (FTF)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the time domain, the vibration data waveform is analyzed for impacts that correspond to the rotation of the rolling elements past the damage for each shaft revolution. Time domain statistical parameters such as RMS, peak, crest factor, and kurtosis are calculated for a sample of time domain data. As the damage occurs, an increase in these values should occur. The bearing time domain metrics are calculated based on the following equations where \(\bar{x}\) equals the mean value of the time signal \(x(t)\) having \(N\) data points:

\[
peak = \frac{1}{2} \left(\max \left( x(t) \right) - \min \left( x(t) \right) \right)
\]
\[ \text{RMS} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (x(i) - \bar{x})^2} \quad (8) \]

\[ \text{CrestFactor} = \frac{\text{peak}}{\text{RMS}} \quad (9) \]

\[ \text{Kurtosis} = \frac{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (x(i) - \bar{x})^4}{\text{RMS}^4} \quad (10) \]

Statistical parameters can be calculated for the entire frequency range and for user selected frequency bands.

In the frequency domain, an FFT is used to estimate the power spectrum of the discrete time signal. From the spectrum, characteristic bearing defect frequencies calculated by Eqs. (3) to (6) are identified, and the change in amplitude at these frequencies is used for trending.

Related to this is a cepstrum analysis of the vibration data. The purpose of this technique is to find repetitive impulse components in the raw vibration signal. The frequency spectrum is analyzed for frequencies that correspond to bearing defect frequency harmonics and sidebands. Cepstrum for this analysis is calculated by determining the natural logarithm of magnitude of the Fourier transform of \( x \), then obtaining the inverse Fourier transform of the resulting sequence:

\[ C(\tau) = F^{-1} \{ \log F(x(t)) \} \], where \( F(x(t)) \) is the original frequency spectrum \( (11) \)

Envelope analysis is another technique used during testing to indicate bearing health. Each time a defect in a rolling element makes contact with another bearing surface, an impulse is generated. The bearing structural resonances are excited by these periodic impacts at bearing defect frequencies. Enveloping isolates these small repetitive impulses and enhances the response of these small repetitive signals from the machines large low frequency synchronous vibration signals.

The technique requires the raw vibration signal to be bandpass filtered, an envelope technique applied, then an FFT signal calculated to look for bearing defect frequencies. In order to apply this technique, the vibration data is bandpass filtered around a structural resonance. Defining this filter band is one challenge of this analysis. The signal is typically bandpass filtered from 20000 to 40000 Hz because this range is dominated by structural resonances (ref. 9). Next, an enveloping technique is applied. This can be a squaring function or half or full wave rectification of the signal, followed by a smoothing circuit to recover the envelope signal. Then, the envelope signal is converted from the time domain to the frequency domain. The magnitude of the bearing defect frequencies is then plotted over the length of the test.

**Oil Debris Diagnostics**

Metallic oil debris data generated during test bearing failure will be collected with a commercially available oil debris sensor that measures the change in a magnetic field caused by passage of a metal particle. The sensor will be installed downstream of the test bearing. The amplitude of the sensor output signal is proportional to the particle mass. The sensor counts the number of particles, determines their approximate size based on user defined particle size ranges, and calculates an accumulated mass for both ferrous and nonferrous particles (ref. 10).
Electric chip detectors will also be installed downstream of the test and wave bearings to measure magnetic debris generated during bearing tests. The chip detector uses a magnet to captures debris and form an electrical bridge between contacts that indicates a state change.

An ultrasonic sensor will also be installed downstream of the test bearing. The sensor transmits acoustic pulses across the path of a liquid. Acoustic energy is then reflected off any particles encountered in the lubricant. The number of particles are counted and recorded. The sensor uses a high-frequency acoustic impulse that is reflected by both metallic and non-metallic debris particles to yield particle counts (ref. 11).

The particles generated during a component failure have features that can indicate different types of failures. Particle analysis data is available to identify fatigue wear of steel rolling element bearings. Spherical particles 1 to 5 µm are typically generated in bearing fatigue cracks prior to flat platelet fatigue particles with a 10:1 thickness ratio that are larger than 10 µm (ref. 12). Laminar particles between 20 and 50 µm with a 30:1 thickness ratio are generated through the life of the bearing, but significantly increase during fatigue damage (ref. 12). Silicon nitride rolling elements are said to fail by spalling similar to steel rolling elements (refs. 13 and 14).

A video image based diagnostic sensor will be installed downstream of the oil line to identify particle features. As particles pass in front of the camera, a picture is taken and converted to dimensional shapes and sizes. The sensor takes an image of continuous-tone (gray-scale) form and converts it to a digital form through the process of sampling and quantization. This sensor can measure both metallic and nonmetallic debris and differentiate between bubbles and air in the oil line.

**Summary**

The Hybrid Bearing Prognostic Test Rig has been developed to evaluate the performance health monitoring tools during the failure progression of conventional and hybrid bearings. Experiments performed in this test facility will provide valuable data on the failure progression of state-of-the-art ceramic hybrid bearings and the diagnostic tools required to predict these failures. Results from this research will enable implementation of hybrid bearings in future aerospace applications.
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